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Abstract

Objectives: A coordinated collaboration among different healthcare professionals in Emergency Room (ER) processes

is critical to promptly care for patients who arrive at the hospital in a delicate health condition, claiming for an

immediate attention. The aims of this study are (i) to discover role interaction models in (ER) processes using process

mining techniques; (ii) to understand how healthcare professionals are currently collaborating; and (iii) to provide

useful knowledge that can help to improve ER processes.

Methods: A four step method based on process mining techniques is proposed. An ER process of a university hospital

was considered as a case study, using 7,160 episodes that contains specific ER episode attributes.

Results: Insights about how healthcare professionals collaborate in the ER was discovered, including the identification

of a prevalent role interaction model along the major triage categories and specific role interaction models for different

diagnoses. Also, common and exceptional professional interaction models were discovered at the role level.

Conclusions: This study allows the discovery of role interaction models through the use of real-life clinical data and

process mining techniques. Results show a useful way of providing relevant insights about how healthcare profes-

sionals collaborate, uncovering opportunities for process improvement.

Keywords: Healthcare, Processes, Process mining, Case Studies, Organizational Mining, Organizational Team

Patterns

1. Introduction

The aim of the Emergency Room (ER) is to assess and treat patients, and provide medical care so they can recover

or, at least, alleviate any presented illness or set of symptoms. This can be achieved through standard and well executed

processes in the ER, where healthcare professionals collaborate in a systematic manner. Healthcare professionals

include physicians, nurses, technicians and other personnel who work together to make quick and accurate decisions
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for the recovery of the patient. Team interactions (collaborative work) have become a key aspect for successful ER

results.

Studies have shown that inadequate team interaction in ER has been a primary or contributing cause of more

than half of malpractice claims [1, 2]. Inadequate team structure, poor communication patterns, inappropriate setting

of goals and responsibilities for each role, lack of standard protocols, poor prioritization of activities, inappropriate

management of clinical knowledge and skills, bad coordination of care across patient conditions, services, and settings

over time and non-involvement of the relevant actors in the decision making process can directly impact the results

of patients’ treatment in the ER [1, 3]. On the other hand, several advantages can be obtained when a good team

interaction is kept in consideration when planning and executing ER processes. The most significant one is that

adequate team interactions can reduce patient morbidity and mortality. Moreover,this can save economic resources,

reduce clinical error rates, reduce legal costs, and even impact other human aspects such as reduce stress an frustration

among healthcare professionals. [1, 2, 4, 5]

Accordingly, this research seeks to understand and study the limited part of the communication and interaction

that is carried out via documentation in the Hospital Information Systems (HIS). This study does not include in its

scope other interactions such as verbal and non-verbal communications. To achieve this understanding, the interaction

among resources must be studied. With the arrival of Process Mining and Data mining to the healthcare domain, not

only how processes are performed can be studied in detail, but also how the different individuals and roles interact.

Process mining is quicker than observation studies because it uses data already available and algorithms that can

quickly analyze large datasets. Process Mining can analyze data about all interactions recorded in (HIS). Therefore, it

is more comprehensive than observation since it can use data about all episodes recorded during an extensive period

of time. On the other hand, observation can handle a broader span of data, since it is not limited to the interactions

recorded in the HIS. Both methods can supplement each other to gain a broader understanding of the interactions.

Through triangulation research methods, the results obtained using both process mining and observation could be

checked and validated [6].

Therefore, the research question of this article is how to discover role interaction models in ER through process

mining techniques?

To find these role interaction models, a four step method is proposed: first, centered on the extraction of the

required data; second, the retrieved data are handled in order to build an event log that stores the organizational data

for further analysis; third, process mining techniques are applied to discover role interaction models; and fourth, the

results are validated with ER experts. Conducting a case study in an high-complexity emergency room of one of the

main university hospitals in Chile, where organizational interaction models were discovered, was used as a way to

validate the method.

This article contributes to this research field by introducing a novel method that use process mining tools and

techniques to discover role interaction models, the use of filters based on ER episode attributes to analyze them, and

the validation of the proposed method in a real case study. The use of the proposed method provides ER healthcare
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professionals with a set of tools to analyze more ER episodes in a shorter period, provide objective and replicable

analysis based on executed episodes, different levels of analysis in an easier and faster way, and the use of filters to

analyze subsets of episodes that represent different scenarios in ER. The application of the proposed method in a real

case study has generated relevant insights about how healthcare professionals collaborate.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the background of this research, including Process Mining

in Healthcare and the Organizational Perspective. Section 3 presents the proposed method for role interaction model

discovery. Section 4 illustrates the application of the proposed method through a case study. Section 5 describes

the obtained results, and Section 6 includes the discussion of these results from a healthcare perspective. Finally,

Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. The Emergency Room

As defined by the American College of Emergency Physicians, “Emergency medicine is the medical specialty

dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment of unforeseen illness or injury. ... The practice of emergency medicine

includes the initial evaluation, diagnosis, treatment, coordination of care among multiple providers, and disposition

of any patient requiring expeditious medical, surgical, or psychiatric care.”1 The ER is the physical location where

physician, nurses, technicians, administrative resources and healthcare professionals in general work towards assisting

these patients.

The usual first contact in an ER is the nursing staff, which are trained to execute the screening examination, in

order to classify and provide attention to the different patients, regarding their severity. After the patients have been

initially screened, the healthcare professionals provide their assistance.

In literature and in practice several names are used to define the ER. These additional names include: emergency

clinic [7], accident and emergency [8], emergency department, among others.

2.2. Process Oriented Data Science

With the appearance of Hospital Information Systems (HIS) that support the execution of processes in hospitals,

new data is available and new techniques can be used to analyze it. Terms such as big data, prediction, expert systems,

data analytics are now a significant part of the tools that experts use to obtain a more exhaustive analysis of the

available data [9, 10]. All these new techniques can be grouped under the term Data Science [11], that for many is

the profession of the future. Several of these techniques can be applied to analyze the activities performed in any ER:

process mining, data mining, machine learning and artificial intelligence, among others. Process oriented data science

can be used within the ER as well as within all other medical units. The main subject in this research is process

mining, but additional data science fields could also be applied to complement the analysis.

1https://www.acep.org/Clinical---Practice-Management/Definition-of-Emergency-Medicine
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2.3. Process Mining

Within the healthcare domain, large amounts of data are recorded regarding the diagnosis and treatment of pa-

tients [12, 13]. This information represents an opportunity to discover and validate if standards are followed This in-

formation represents an opportunity to discover and validate if standards are followed and understand how healthcare

processes are performed [3, 14]. Improving ER processes is difficult because of their well-known complexity [14],

and the fact that each patient is a different episode and there are many variables, such as diagnosis, severity and med-

ications, that can affect the appropriate treatment. Moreover, the collaboration among healthcare professionals might

have a determinant impact in the evolution of the patient.

Process mining is a relatively young research discipline that focuses on extracting knowledge from data stored in

the databases of (corporate) information systems in order to build event logs [11]. An event log can be viewed as a set

of traces, each containing all the activities executed for a particular process instance or, in our case, an episode. An

episode is a series of events that happen to a person and a series of activities a group of specialists undertake in order

to treat that person [15].

Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS) are systems that produce event logs [16]. Specific examples of such

applications include Enterprise Resource Planning systems (e.g., SAP2), and Hospital Information Systems (HIS [17]).

Event log data are not limited simply to the data from these applications, as many other systems can also provide useful

information about the executed process.

There are three main types of process mining: process discovery, conformance checking, and enhancement. Au-

tomatic process discovery allows process models to be extracted from event logs, conformance checking allows mon-

itoring deviations by comparing the event log with a given model, and enhancement allows extending or improving

an existing process model [11]. Additionally, there are four different process mining perspectives [11]: the control-

flow perspective considers the control-flow of activities, the organizational perspective focuses on information about

resources and how they are related during process execution, the case perspective places special attention on the

properties of cases; and the time perspective focuses on analyzing the process from a temporal point of view. Most

process mining research focuses on the control-flow perspective [18, 19, 20]. According to [21], some research has

also focused on performance analysis [22, 23].

2.4. Organizational Perspective

The organizational perspective aims to discover the relationships among resources, to explore if they collaborate

among themselves, and to discover the existence of social networks among them. Within this perspective, it is possible

to take into account the information about resources in order to enrich the process analysis [24], study team and

resource allocation [25, 26], and also to use this information to analyze organizational patterns [27]. For example,

2http://go.sap.com
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Russell et al [28], have identified a number of Workflow Resource Patterns, which aim to represent the different ways

in which resources are utilized in workflows.

These patterns capture information related to the roles, their capabilities, and their history, among other criteria.

However, these patterns do not consider the collaboration between resources, a key aspect that needs to be studied fur-

ther on a human task level [29], especially in scenarios that include highly collaborative processes, like ER. Previous

work on task-based collaboration scenarios [29], elaborate a social network analysis in order to provide insights about

the collaboration between teams of different departments in a Dutch hospital. This analysis focuses on determining

the interaction among departments, and not among the people involved in the process. Human resources and the

teams involved in ER processes are worthy of analysis, in order to discover role interaction models that could be use

to improve patient care in the future.

Recently, some of the authors of this paper conducted a literature review on the application of process mining

in healthcare [21], where more than 70 case studies have been identified, reviewed and categorized. It provides an

overview of the state of the art and the benefits, importance, limitations and future trends on this field. However,

to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies related to the discovery of role interaction models that have been

performed in ER processes using process mining.

Several works in the literature have illustrated how process mining could complement existing observational tech-

niques in the HIS analysis, or could be applied in situations where observation is not possible or desirable [21]. For

example, process mining analysis can involve a long period of time, can be replicated periodically at low cost, and

minimize the observation bias since data are extracted from the HIS [11]. However, although the academic scope of the

paper only addresses the application of the proposed method, it would be an error to consider it as the only source of

results for a real healthcare analysis. To address this shortfall, a more complex strategy should be designed, combining

a set of techniques and methods (e.g., process mining, data mining [21, 30]), and also combining contextual elements

such as legal context, clinical practice guidelines, computer-aided policies and knowledge representation [31, 32, 33].

Other approaches have analyzed the organizational perspective and the collaboration in the medical centers through

HIS in different ways. Frameworks have been defined to identify collaboration in clinical contexts through significant

aspects such as coordination, communication and the shared information. Content analysis has studied factors such

as redundancy, related information, ambiguity and compatibility, to understand how these mechanisms influence col-

laboration [34]. Principles on how to integrate professional quality systems, delegation of tasks, integrated planning,

and process-aware information technologies have been studied, so as to improve the quality of the collaboration in

healthcare programs [35]. Studies have gathered information on the structure of human activity systems and how

these can be supported through medical records to implement innovative collaborative solutions [36]. Definitions of

how process-aware information systems can be designed and implemented have been described in the past, being this

a necessary and significant aspect in the development and analysis of collaboration in a HIS [16]. And finally, evalu-

ation of the design and implementation of HIS has been carried out to identify challenges on how HIS can support, in

the most efficient way, the professionals working in the healthcare domain [37].
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2.5. Additional Data Science Fields

Additional to the process mining field, other fields have had significant usage and relevance when used with

emergency room data, providing not only knowledge about the executed process but providing tools to analyze data,

predict outputs, recommend tasks, or even provide guidance on how to act under certain circumstances.

Data Mining in the ER has provided insight on how to triage and classify more accurately patients in the ER under

different conditions [38], determine the best treatment for patients [39], improve outcomes and reduce expenditures

through better disease management [40], among others.

Machine Learning techniques have been successfully applied on predicting cardiac arrest in critically ill pa-

tients [41], predicting in-hospital mortality [42], reducing waiting times [43], improving quality of care [44], among

others.

In general, data science techniques can help to describe the process, understand how it is executed, when it

is executed, and to describe its main characteristics, in order to characterize and predict the outcomes in different

scenarios.

3. Method

The Design Science Research paradigm [45] was followed to conduct this research. This paradigm includes the

following phases: problem identification & motivation, objectives of a solution, design & development, demonstra-

tion, evaluation, and communication. Following the problem and motivation previously described, we continue with

the design & development phase, where the method for discovering organizational patterns was created, including

its different steps: extracting the data, building an event log, applying process mining techniques to obtain the role

interaction models, and evaluating the models with clinical experts in the domain. For the demonstration phase, the

method was applied to a real case study, so as to validate the applicability of the method for discovering organizational

patterns in a real healthcare environment. This case study will be described in Section 4 and its results in Section 5.

The evaluation was conducted with physicians and clinical experts of the hospital where the case study was carried

out. The last phase of the Design Science Research paradigm, communication, takes place in academic and healthcare

domain proceedings.

There are generic methodologies for applying data mining, such as the CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data

Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology [46]. CRISP-DM is a popular methodology used in the context of DM projects,

which presents a non-rigid sequence of six phases that can be used in a real environment, facilitating the creation

of models that can be used to support business decisions. There are also some generic methodologies for applying

process mining [11]. However, the method proposed in this article is based on the question-driven methodology for

analyzing ER processes using process mining proposed in [13]. Accordingly, the proposed method was adapted with

the aim of discovering role interaction models among healthcare professionals that collaborate in ER processes by

analyzing the data stored in hospital information systems using process mining techniques.
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The proposed method consists of four steps: (1) to extract the required data, (2) to build the event log, (3) to apply

process mining tools and techniques to establish the role interaction models, and (4) to validate the obtained results

with ER experts. The steps of this method are shown in Figure 1, and are explained in more detail below.

Figure 1: Proposed method for discovering role interaction models

1) Data extraction. In order to analyze a healthcare process, data from hospital information systems (HIS) needs

to be extracted. The extracted database must contain clinical information about episodes, i.e., data related to

patient diagnosis, treatment, prescribed medicines, and severity of the episode. The process mining discipline

requires an event log that contains at least a case ID, the performed activities, and a timestamp [11], although

additional information may also be used, e.g. the resource executing or initiating the activity [47]. To dis-

cover role interaction models, our proposed method requires the extracted data to contain at least the following

attributes: an episode identifier, the performed activities, a resource or performer and its role, and a times-

tamp to understand the order of occurrence of the events. In addition, the data must contain the diagnosis and

the severity of the disease. To obtain this information, some queries to the HIS database must be executed.

It is recommended to store the resulting tables as a CSV (comma-separated values) file for easy access and

manipulation.

The main challenge to extract data from HIS about how healthcare processes have been performed, is that

the information stored in the HIS is not process-analysis friendly. Data are split into many tables and the

sequence of the activities cannot be determined easily, so it is necessary to make several queries to obtain the

aforementioned information. Therefore, several scripts might be required to manipulate these tables and create

an event log. Data can be extracted into structured data reference models that are process oriented and can help

build the event log and provide higher quality data. A proposed data reference model was previously presented

in [13] and can be used as an intermediate data model.

The granularity of the activities is usually very detailed, so it is also necessary to group low level activities to

create high level ones. Since the objective is identify role interaction models, only activities performed by the

same resource will be grouped. High level activities must have a name that describes all the activities contained

within it, e.g., measuring body temperature, blood pressure, pulse rate and oxygen blood level might all be

grouped into the “Vital signs” activity. The number of high level activities will depend on the properties of the

process being analyzed.
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2) Event Log Creation. Data extracted from the HIS is known as raw data, because it is obtained directly from

several distributed sources. The following task is to group the distributed raw data and create an event log that

maintains consistency with the original data sources.

For example, in our case study, three scripts were created to manipulate the data and build an event log:

- The first script was used to associate activities, resources and their role, with the corresponding episode

ID, in order to create events. The goal of this script is to transform raw data into table oriented data, which

are organized in a structured format.

- An intermediate was used to extend the previously generated events by adding information about physi-

cians, nurses and other healthcare professionals that participate in each episode. For each event, the script

adds a label that distinguishes which of all physicians or nurses that appear in that episode performs each

activity.

- Finally, the last script was used to read the information of all events and transform it into an event log,

which is finally written to a CSV file.

The process to obtain the resource level event log is shown in Figure 2a. This event log contains information

about each performed activity, its performer, the performer role, a timestamp, and other clinically relevant data,

such as, episode severity, diagnosis, and discharge destination.

An event of this log includes, for example, the information presented in Table 1. This kind of event log is

recommended for analyzing the interaction between roles at a high level.

Table 1: Information included in an Event log

Episode Id 1

Activity Examination

Resource R1

Role Physician

Specialist Pediatrician

Timestamp 01-07-14 10:10

Diagnosis Appendicitis

Triage color Green

Discharge Hospitalization

The CSV file becomes the event log at a role-resource level if the intermediate script is used. Figure 2b shows

the process to obtain the event log at a role-resource level. This event log contains the information in the event

log at a resource level, and it also contains an extra field that distinguishes the different resources of the same

role that participate in the same episode. An event of this log is shown in Table 2. In this example, the first
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(a) Build a resource level event log

(b) Build a role-resource level event log

Figure 2: Steps for building an event log

nurse appearing in the episode executed the ”Vital Signs” activity. This kind of event log is recommended for

analyzing the interaction between distinct resources belonging to the same role in a given episode, and also the

interaction between resources from different roles.

Table 2: Information included in an Event log at resource Level

Episode Id 1

Activity Vital Signs

Resource R1

Role Nurse

Role-resource Nurse 1

Timestamp 01-07-14 10:15

Triage color Green

Diagnosis Appendicitis

Discharge Hospitalization

3) Process mining. This step includes two main tasks. The first one corresponds to the usage of process mining

filtering tools in order to check data quality, remove data noise and eliminate incomplete episodes. The second

task is the application of process mining algorithms on the filtered event log in order to discover and analyze

role and role-resource interaction models.

In order to identify quality issues and address them, several guidelines have been considered when executing

these filters [17, 48, 49]. For example, in our case study, in order to perform the first task it was necessary to

apply two distinct filters:
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- Completeness Filter: This filter was applied in order to eliminate noise and only keep episodes with com-

plete information. The criterion used was the completeness of the episodes, considering only episodes

with information about severity, diagnosis, discharge destination, and professionals who treated the pa-

tient. Episodes that did not have one or more of these fields were removed from the analysis. About 6%

of the episodes were removed after applying this filter.

- Clinical Relevance Filter: Once the episodes with the required information were identified, the second

filter was applied in order to obtain episodes that finished with a clinically relevant discharge, and to

eliminate episodes in which the patient refuses to receive care, or is discharged home without any further

treatment. About 12% of the episodes were removed after applying this filter.

For this step, Disco3 tool for process mining is used. This tool includes filtering capabilities to explore the data

and remove cases and events that do not match with the filtering criteria defined above. Disco also includes a

discovery algorithm inspired on the Fuzzy Miner algorithm [50], which can be use to generate the interaction

models. Disco generates a diagram like the one presented in Figure 3, where nodes represent the resources

and the arrows represent a sequence of activities carried out by two resources. An arrow from node A to

node B indicates that an activity performed by A is immediately followed by an activity performed by B. This

sequencing of activities also describes the direction of the interaction between the two resources. The node

color and the arrow thickness indicate the absolute frequency in all the event log. Darker nodes are roles that

appear more frequently in the episodes, while lighter nodes appear with less frequency. In the same way, a thick

arrow shows that a sequence of activities performed by two resources, one after the other, is frequent, while a

thin arrow shows a very uncommon sequencing of activities performed by two resources. An incoming arrow

from the initial circle to a given node indicates that the resource starts some of the episodes, and an outgoing

arrow from a given node to the end circle indicates that the resource performs the last activity in some episodes.

After filtering, a discovery algorithm to analyze the event log was used. The result is a role interaction model.

These models could have different characteristics depending on the severity of the episodes or the diagnosis.

4) Expert Validation. After the role interaction models have been obtained in step 3, it is important to validate

them with ER experts in order to obtain their feedback. This validation will be useful to verify if the results

correspond to similar behavior or significant insights about the reality of ER processes. It is recommended to

perform this validation with at least one expert or process owner that has the knowledge of the ER processes,

the ER infrastructure, and the actual needs.

First of all, it is advisable to prepare the instruments to carry out this validation process. It is recommend estab-

lishing a series of open and closed questions in a questionnaire or interview to obtain the experts’ insight [51].

The five main questions that must be included are:

3 https://fluxicon.com/disco
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Figure 3: Representation of a role interaction model in Disco

- What is the actual organizational process and how similar is it to the obtained results?

- What information does each model provides, and to what extent is it important for the performance of the

ER processes?

- Are the identified roles the expected ones?

- Do role interaction models reflect the reality of the ER processes?

- Can these results help to improve the teams working in the ER processes?

The interview should be performed using these questions. A presentation should be done to the experts in

which the resulting role interaction models, the assumptions made for the analysis (e.g. included or excluded

activities), and the final findings are displayed to start the discussion.

The proposed method helped us to analyze role interaction models in our case study. The details of the case study

are presented in Section 4; the results will be described in Section 5; meanwhile, Section 6 focuses on the discussion

of the results.

4. Case study

The research on role interaction models led to a case study on a real scenario, which is aimed at seeing whether it

is possible to detect any patterns among the resources that perform activities in an ER process by applying the method

proposed in Section 3. The details of the case study are described in this section and the results are shown in Section 5.
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4.1. Hypothesis

It is proposed to validate two hypotheses in the case study: (i) it is possible to find role interaction models and role-

resource interaction models in ER episodes through process mining, and (ii) it is possible to describe role interaction

models and role-resource interaction models, and to distinguish them by using specific criteria, such as, diagnosis or

severity of patients.

4.2. Context

The case study is based on an Emergency Room process of a 500-bed, high-complexity university hospital in

Santiago, Chile. It provides takes care of approximately 70,000 patients per year, 13% of them are hospitalized.

The Emergency Room had been using their Electronic Health Record (EHR) for 18 months and it includes full

clinical documentation for physicians and nurses, Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and integration with

laboratory, radiology and billing systems. The goal of this ER is to screen, examine and provide care to patients who

come without prior appointment, presenting a broad spectrum of illnesses and injuries, of which only a few may be

life-threatening and require immediate care. A permanent challenge is to improve the quality of the service level

provided, reduce overcrowding, and provide prompt and efficient care.

4.3. Process Description

The research described in this paper is based on a case study related to the ER described in Subsection 4.2. Figure 4

shows a reference diagram of the ER process followed by the hospital. The process begins when a patient comes to the

ER. The receptionist registers the patient and the patient goes to a waiting room. Then, a nurse interviews the patient

so as to perform the triage and determine the severity of the episode. The nurse is not only dedicated to this task,

and can vary from episode to episode. After the severity is established, the patient returns to the waiting room until

he/she is called to a cubicle for attention, where a professional measures his/her vital signs. The results are given to a

physician, who becomes responsible for the episode. The physician evaluates the patient, asks the patient to undergo

some examinations, diagnoses the patient, and then discharges the patient to his home or decides the patient needs to

be hospitalized. Sometimes the patient leaves before treatment has started or explicitly asks to be discharged. In the

ER studied, there are some medical guidelines that determine how the process should be executed. These guidelines

should also have a major influence on how the interaction among the healthcare professionals take place, and thus

on how the interaction is registered in the HIS. However, in a previous work [13], it was established that the actual

process execution do not strictly follow these pre-defined guidelines.

The application of the steps of the proposed method in the case study are presented next.

4.4. Materials and Methods

To carry on the case study the method presented in Section 3 was followed. The steps Data extraction and Event

Log creation are specified as follows. The Results and Validation steps are presented in Section 5 and Section 6,

respectively.
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Figure 4: ER process model

4.4.1. Data Extraction

Data were obtained from Alert Data Warehouse Phase I4, which corresponds to the HIS used in the ER of the

hospital. The data are distributed between several tables and contained information about clinical episodes that oc-

curred between July 1, 2014 and July 31, 2014. The data correspond to 7,160 episodes, including 309,796 performed

activities. The information is structured in a series of tables in CSV format. In those tables detailed information is

found about the the patient diagnosis, vital sign measurements, allergies, referrals, patient transportation, responsibil-

ity transfers, diagnosis, professional activities, drugs, discharges and triage data, and the date and time of execution.

Finally, it is decided only to use the following tables to build the event log for the organizational analysis:

- “Professional activities report”: this table contains information about all the activities performed by all the

resources involved in the episodes, including the episode ID, name of the activity, date and time, resource

identification and specialty of the performer. This table provides most of the data needed to create the resource

level event log and represents 56.7% of the total data used.

- “Episode report”: this table adds information regarding the severity of the episodes. This represents about 6.1%

of the total data used.

- “Diagnoses report”: this table adds information about the diagnoses of diseases for each episode. This repre-

sents about 3.1% of the total data used.

- “Activity detail report”: this table contains detailed information about clinically relevant activities: triage, vital

signs measurements, taking note of patient complaints, performing diagnosis, referrals and discharges. It also

contains the date and time of the activity, performer, and specialty of the performer. This table provides the data

needed to create the role-resource level event log and represents 34% of the total data used.

4.4.2. Event Log Creation

For the role interaction analysis, an event log was built using the “Professional activities report”, which contains

the activities carried out by the staff of the emergency room, indicating also the date and time of completion of the

4http://www.alert-online.com
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activities, the resource identification, the role of each resource, physician specialty (if applicable), the diagnosis, and

an episode ID. With the created scripts this table was read, the information extracted, and grouped them by episode

ID in a new file called “episode information”. After that, the “episode information” file was read and a CSV file was

created, called “general roles” that became the resource level event log. The columns that the event log contains are

the following:

- Episode ID: the episode identifier.

- Activity: the task performed by a resource.

- Resource: the person that executes a specific task.

- Role: the role of the resource.

- Specialist: physician specialty (if applicable).

- Timestamp: date and time of the performed task

- Diagnosis: the diagnosis made by the physician, obtained from the “Diagnosis report”.

- Triage Color: the severity of the episode, obtained from the “Episode report”.

Table 3 shows an extract of the “general roles” event log. As can be seen, there are different types of activities, such

as triage, vital signs measurements, examinations, taking note of patient complaints, performing diagnoses, referrals,

discharges, among others. Originally, this event log contained 6,760 episodes from the 7,160 episodes recorded in the

HIS. The reduction in the number of episodes was due to the fact that not all the episodes contained the minimum data

to transform them into a trace of the event log. Some episodes did not have information about the activities carried

out and/or about the specialists who performed those activities. The event log, after applying the completeness and

clinical relevance filters, contains the following information:

- 5,542 episodes, with 2,029 variants among the different roles, and 5,362 among the different resources.

- 21 different activities.

- 240 different resources, of whom 47 start the episodes, and 197 end the episodes.

- 697 different diagnoses.

- The mean duration of the episodes is 5.1 hours.
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Table 3: Example of an event log at resource level

Episode Id Activity Resource Role Specialist Timestamp Diagnosis Triage color

1 Triage R1 Nurse - 04/07/14 10:00 Appendicitis Green

1 Vital Signs R1 Nurse - 04/07/14 10:10 Appendicitis Green

1 Examine R1 Nurse Pediatrician 04/07/14 10:30 Appendicitis Green

In the “general roles” event log, four roles were discovered: physician, nurse, technician and medical assistant.

This log will provide the general role interaction model, but it is important to perform a more detailed analysis that

involves the interaction of resources of the same role in order to discover role-resource interaction models at a lower

level. To do that, a second event log called “physician and nurse” with the goal of doing a deeper analysis was

created, focusing on the distinct physicians and nurses interacting in the episodes. In the “physician and nurse”

event log, focused only on physicians and nurses, professionals who belong to the same role and are involved in the

same episode are also identified. To build the second log, the “Activity detail report” was used, considering only the

clinically relevant activities aforementioned. The created scripts were used for the extraction of information. The

intermediate script was used to count and distinguish physicians and nurses in each episode. This makes it easier to

analyze the collaboration between people who perform the same role. Finally, the event log named “physician and

nurse” was obtained, that becomes the event log at a role-resource level. An extract of the “physician and nurse”

event log is shown in Table 4. This event log contained originally 6,219 episodes from the 7,160 episodes recorded

in the HIS, since some episodes did not have information about the activities carried out and/or about the different

specialists who performed those activities. After applying the completeness and clinical relevance filters, the event

log contains the following information:

- 5,175 episodes, with 69 variants.

- 10 different activities.

- 149 different resources, of whom 36 start the episodes, and 96 end the episodes.

- 6 different role-resources combinations.

- 690 different diagnoses.

- The mean duration of the episodes is 3 hours.
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Table 4: Example of an event log at role-resource level

Episode Id Activity Resource Role Role Tag Specialist Timestamp Diagnosis Triage color

1 Triage R1 Nurse Nurse 1 - 04/07/14 10:00 Appendicitis Yellow

1 Vital Signs R1 Nurse Nurse 1 - 04/07/14 10:10 Appendicitis Yellow

1 Examine R2 Physician Physician 1 Pediatrician 04/07/14 10:30 Appendicitis Yellow

1 Biometrics R3 Nurse Nurse 2 - 04/07/14 11:00 Appendicitis Yellow

The “general roles” and “physician and nurse” event logs were imported to Disco. The two filters described in

the process mining step of the proposed method were applied to both event logs, with the objective of working only

with episodes with complete and clinically relevant information for the doctors in charge of the ER process. Disco’s

discovery algorithm was applied to both event logs and found role interaction models and role-resource interaction

models.

4.4.3. Mining Tool

In the PM literature, there are several discovery algorithms [11] that can be considered as candidates to discover

role interaction models. For the case study of this article, the Disco miner [52] was selected. Disco miner is a discovery

algorithm implemented in the commercial tool named Disco (https://fluxicon.com/disco), which is based on the Fuzzy

Miner algorithm [50]. Both of these algorithms take into account the frequencies of events and sequences as well, in

order to create a process model (also known as a process map). The main reasons considered to choose this algorithm

were its facilitates to handle complex processes, such as staff interactions in ER, and the possibility to obtain a process-

map model as an outcome, model that can be easily understood and manipulated by healthcare professionals with little

experience in the PM discipline. Furthermore, Disco facilitates the process analysis from different perspectives due to

its event log filtering functionalities, which allow the analysis of diverse scenarios considering distinct data attributes.

Following, Section 5 presents the results obtained. The last phase, Validate with expert, will be presented in

Section 6, with the discussion of the results.

5. Results

For the case study two analyses were performed: first, an analysis of the interaction among roles using the “general

roles” event log to obtain role interaction models; and second, an analysis of the interaction among different resources

performing the physician and nurse roles during each episodes using the “physician and nurse” event log to obtain

role-resource interaction models.

For both aforementioned analyses, first the general model was explored, considering all events, and then a study

was performed at two different sub levels in order to describe more specific interaction models and compare them

with the general interaction model.
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The first sub level is at the triage color level. The triage information of the episodes was used, according to

the Manchester triage system, which is a priority classification system based on expert knowledge. It categorizes

patients into five different colors (red, orange, yellow, green and blue), depending on the severity of the episode and

the immediate need of care. Red represents the most severe episodes; green, the lowest severity cases; and blue, the

non-urgent episodes. Red episodes will have higher priority and shorter waiting times, while blue episodes will have

to wait longer [53].

The second sub level is at the diagnosis level. A diagnosis is the determination of the cause of a patient’s illness

or suffering by the combined use of physical examination, patient interview, laboratory tests, review of the patient’s

medical records, knowledge of the cause of observed signs and symptoms, and differential elimination of similar

possible causes [54].

These two characteristics were selected because they are the most important in an episode, according to ER

experts.

The discovery of role interaction models was performed by importing the “general roles” event log obtained in

the “build an event log” step of the method, to the Disco software. As a first step for importing an event log to Disco,

it is necessary to specify which column will be chosen as the case ID, the activity or task performed, the resource

and the timestamps. For example, the episode ID is specified as Disco’s case ID. Notice that it is necessary to use

Disco in a non-conventional manner in order to discover role interaction models: specifying the roles of the resources

as Disco’s activities, so that nodes in Disco’s diagrams represent roles instead of tasks. Figure 5 shows the general

role interaction model, considering all the 5,542 episodes. The nodes represent the roles, and the arrows represent the

sequencing of activities performed by two roles (or the direction of the interaction between two resources).
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Figure 5: General role interaction model, considering all episodes

To remove less relevant interactions, filters were applied to the episodes so as to obtain a simplified role interaction

model, and to focus the analysis on patterns that repeat across several episodes. First, eliminating the least frequent

interactions between two roles: when its frequency was less than 10% of the total episodes. Then, repeating the same

filtering process until all interactions with low frequency were eliminated. Given the complexity of ER processes, and

that the event log presents many variants, it is expected that after applying the mentioned filter, several of the episodes

corresponding to the least frequent variants of the process have been removed.

Figure 6 shows the general role interaction model after filtering those episodes that contain less frequent interac-

tions, leaving only 54% of the episodes. This model is called the “lung model” because the shape of the obtained

model looks like a lung. The “lung model” describes how the roles interact with each other in most of the episodes.

In this model, four roles were found: physicians, nurses, technicians and medical assistants. Physicians and nurses

appear in 100% of the episodes, while medical assistants appear in 12.5% of the episodes and technicians appear only

in 3.7% of the episodes (see Table 5). The nurse is the role that performs more activities (in average, 3.97 activities

per episode), followed by the physician (in average, 2.41 activities per episode), as shown in Table 7. On the other

hand, the technician and the medical assistant participate less often in the episodes (in average, 0.04 and 0.13 activities

per episode, respectively). There are seven interactions among the roles. The most important ones are the thickest

arrows: from nurse to nurse, from nurse to physician, from physician to physician, and from physician to nurse. The

other interactions are less frequent: physician to medical assistant, medical assistant to nurse, physician to technician,

and technician to nurse.
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Figure 6: General role interaction model after filtering less frequent interactions: the ”lung model”

Table 5: Frequency of participation of each healthcare role in the episodes of the ”lung model”

Case Frequency

Nurse 3684 (100.0%)

Physician 3684 (100.0%)

Medical Assistant 462 (12.5%)

Technician 136 (3.7%)

After the discovery of the “lung model”, an analysis was performed at the triage color sub level. Figure 7 shows

the role interaction models obtained for different triage colors. Blue and red episodes represent less than 2% of the

episodes (see Table 6). Green episodes are 50.1%, yellow episodes are 39.0%, and orange episodes are 9.7% of the

episodes. Green, yellow, orange and red episodes have similar role interaction models; they also display the “lung

model”. Meanwhile, the role interaction model for the blue episodes is different from the others since technicians do

not participate in these episodes.
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Figure 7: Role interaction models filtered by triage color
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Table 6: Frequency of episodes of the ”lung model” filtered by triage color and diagnosis

Case Frequency

Blue 42 (1.1%)

Green 1844 (50.1%)

Yellow 1435 (39.0%)

Orange 356 (9.7%)

Red 7 (0.2%)

Flu 359 (9.7%)

Cold 226 (6.1%)

Gastroenteritis 187 (5.1%)

Abdominal pain 158 (4.3%)

Headache 132 (3.6%)

Contusions 68 (1.8%)

Burns 17 (0.5%)

Appendicitis 6 (0.2%)

Table 7 shows the number of times each healthcare role participates in an episode by triage color. The participation

of almost all healthcare roles increases as patients’ priority increases, with the exception of the medical assistants.

Figure 8 shows how the participation of both nurses and physicians increases as patients’ priority increases and

how nurses’ participation growth faster than physicians’ participation. Figure 9 shows how the medical assistants

participate more often in the yellow and orange episodes. Meanwhile, technicians have a greater participation in the

orange and red episodes, and are practically not required in blue and green episodes.

Table 7: Ratio of participation of each healthcare role per episode by triage color

Triage color Nurse Physician Technician Medical Assistant

General 3.97 2.41 0.04 0.13

Blue 2.69 1.81 0.00 0.10

Green 3.26 1.98 0.01 0.07

Yellow 4.44 2.73 0.05 0.18

Orange 5.76 3.36 0.16 0.21

Red 8.71 4.43 0.43 0.14
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The study at the diagnosis sub level was also performed. Figure 10 shows the role interaction models for the four

most common diagnosis (see Table 6) in the event log: Flu, which represents 9.7% of the episodes; Cold, representing

6.1% of the episodes; Abdominal Pain, which represents 4.3% of the episodes; and Headache, representing 3.6%

of the episodes. The role interaction models for these diagnosis are similar, but technicians do not participate in

episodes of patients diagnosed with Cold. Variations of the general pattern were found in other diagnosis that are less
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common. ER professionals work in a standardized way for common diseases, while in other episodes they appear to

work following other patterns. For example, Figure 11a shows the role interaction model for Contusion episodes. This

diagnosis is present in 1.8% of the episodes. In the Contusion role interaction model, there is no technician involve

in the treatment of patients, and physicians interact more often with themselves. Figure 11b shows another example,

a role interaction model for Burn episodes, which represent 0.5% of the episodes. In Burn episodes, only physicians

and nurses participate.
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Figure 10: Role interaction models filtered by diagnosis
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Figure 11: Role interaction models for contusions and burns episodes

Table 8 shows the number of times each healthcare role participates in an episode by diagnosis. Three groups

can be identified. Group 1 includes those diagnosis in which most healthcare roles participate less often than in the

general case. Notice that in this group, technicians do not participate in Cold episodes, and neither technicians nor

medical assistant participate in Burn episodes. On the other hand, Group 2 includes those diagnosis in which most

healthcare roles participate more often than in the general case. Group 3 includes two diagnosis that have a singular

behaviour: Appendicitis and Contusions. In Appendicitis episodes, all roles participate significantly more than in

the general case: about twice in the case of nurses and physicians, and even more, in the case of technicians and

medical assistants. Meanwhile, in Contusion episodes, nurses participate less often, technicians are not involved, and

physicians are assisted by medical assistants in order to treat the patients.
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Table 8: Ratio of participation of each healthcare role per episode by Diagnosis

Group Diagnosis Nurse Physician Technician Medical Assistant

General 3.97 2.41 0.04 0.13

Group 1 Cold 2.86 1.60 0.00 0.01

Flu 3.67 2.02 0.06 0.08

Burns 3.76 1.94 0.00 0.00

Gastroenteritis 3.87 2.31 0.02 0.03

Group 2 Abdominal Pain 4.66 2.83 0.08 0.20

Headache 5.02 2.89 0.03 0.19

Group 3 Appendicitis 7.67 4.83 0.17 0.83

Contusions 2.88 2.82 0.00 0.28

After the first analysis of the “general roles” event log, the second analysis was performed at the role-resource

level by importing the “physician and nurse” event log to Disco. Figure 12 shows the role-resource interaction model

obtained by using this event log, which distinguishes the different nurses and physicians participating in the episodes

by a label with a number next to their role (e.g., Nurse 1, Physician 1, Nurse 2). In this case, 5% of less frequent

interactions (arcs) were filtered. For most episodes, there is one physician and two different nurses participating, and in

some episodes, there is a third nurse or a second physician involved. As in the “lung model”, a nurse (Nurse 1) opens

the episode and a physician (Physician 1) closes it. The main sequencing of activities here are: Nurse 1 to Physician 1,

Physician 1 to Nurse 2, and Nurse 2 to Physician 1. All episodes begin with a nurse (Nurse 1), who performs the triage

to the patient. Then, a physician (Physician 1) or another nurse (Nurse 2) performs another activity, after Nurse 1.

Notice that is uncommon for Physician 1 to interact with the same nurse who performed the triage. The sequencing

of interactions can be interpreted as follows. Physician 1 acts as the person responsible for the episode, transferring

the work to Nurse 2 or to him/herself. Nurse 2 transfers the work back to Physician 1, or requests the collaboration

of another nurse (Nurse 3). In the latter case, Nurse 3 always transfers the work back to Physician 1. Physician 1

may also refer the patient to another physician (Physician 2), who transfers the work to any of the duo who is heading

the episode (Physician 1 or Nurse 1). All episodes are ended by Physician 1. Notice that in the event log there is no

evidence of transferring of work, but rather of the sequencing of activities performed by the different resources.
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Figure 12: General role-resource interaction model after filtering less frequent interactions

As previously done with the “general roles” event log, the role-resource interaction model filtered by triage color,

and then by diagnosis were studied. Figure 13 shows the role-resource interaction model for different triage colors.

Although the layout looks different, the same role-resource interaction patterns observed in the general model occur

for most triage colors. Red episodes are the exception, where only one physician and one nurse take care of the patient.
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Figure 13: Role-resource interaction models filtered by triage color

In the role interaction models obtained with the “general roles” event log filtering by diagnosis, no significant

differences with the “lung model” were discovered. In contrast, when analyzing the “Physician and nurse” event log

filtering by diagnosis, some variations were observed to the general role-resource interaction model. Three different
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role-resource interaction patterns were found.

Figure 14 shows the role-resource interaction model for two very common diagnosis, Flu and Headache, in which

Physician 1 requests the collaboration of a second physician (Physician 2) more frequently than in the general role-

resource interaction model. Although the interaction occurs through a referral, Physician 1 seems to be the responsible

of the episode, and therefore the work is always transferred back to him. Accordingly, Physician 2 transfers the work

back to Physician 1 or incorporates Nurse 2. Notice that Physician 1 never asks the collaboration of Nurse 2 directly.

Notice also that there seldom is a loop from Physician 1 to him/herself.
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Figure 14: Role-resource interaction models in flu and headache episodes.

Figure 15 shows the role-resource interaction model for other two very common diagnosis, Abdominal pain and

Cold. A strong collaboration can be seen between Physician 1 and Nurse 2. Nurse 3 is only incorporated in a few

episodes. Notice that the participation of a second physician is not required.
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Figure 15: Role-resource interaction models in abdominal pain and cold episodes.

Finally, Figure 16 shows the role-resource interaction model for two diagnosis, Contusions and Burns, in which

the treatment is handled by only two professionals: Physician 1 and Nurse 2.
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Figure 16: Role-resource interaction models in contusions and burns episodes.

Process mining tools and techniques can help to obtain and understand different interaction patterns. These pat-

terns can be analyzed at a high level considering all the participating roles, and at a detailed level, focusing on the

most important roles and distinguishing the different professionals performing each role in the episodes. The inter-
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action models can also be characterized by triage color or diagnosis, finding different interaction models for different

episodes’ severity and different episodes’ diagnosis. Some common elements can be found among all interaction

models: nurses and physicians are present in all episodes, nurses always open the episodes, and physicians always

close them. The obtained interaction models were analyzed with expert physicians in order to validate them and

contrast them with the actual behavior. The analysis of the results is presented in the next section.

6. Discussion

In this section, after answering the research question and confirming that role interaction models in ER can be

discovered through process mining techniques, the obtained results, shown in Section 5, are discussed. The obtained

results are discussed from the healthcare perspective, analyzing the relevance of the obtained role interaction models

to understand how healthcare professionals collaborate in ER processes.

The case study was analyzed with an expert in ER, a physician who has an overview perspective of the ER needs

and understands the clinical characteristics of the ER processes. During this task, the five basic questions specified in

Section 3 were considered, as they correspond to the main validations needed. After the case study is discussed, the

main limitations are presented.

6.1. Case Study

The general role interaction model reflects the overall execution of an episode in the ER. The ER and Internal

Medicine Expert confirmed that the “lung model” is followed in most episodes and describes the most common role

interaction patterns (see Figure 6). In this model, nurses start most episodes and physicians close most of them. As

expected by the ER expert, the interaction is more intense among nurses and physicians. The physician is in charge of

the episode and interacts with other roles through ordering tests or treatments, as well as referrals to other physicians.

The other two roles, technicians and medical assistants, are support roles, perform less activities, and therefore their

interactions are less intense. Although one could expect differences in interaction models in patients with different

acuity levels, these differences may emerge from other attributes not captured in the role interaction model such as the

type and timeliness of those interactions.

The expert considered that the possibility of filtering the episodes according to different episode attributes is

potentially useful. The fact technicians do not participate in blue episodes is expected since usually less severe

episodes do not require further tests. Discovering different role interactions while dealing with different diagnoses

is helpful because it can help trigger actions to improve and standardize the protocols for dealing with episodes

corresponding to different diagnoses.

Another aspect mentioned by the experts is that the ER process of this case study were very flexible, because

any nurse or physician could treat a patient and, therefore, it is a fact that almost any nurse might interact with

any physician at least once. Therefore, any analysis at the resource level considering, for example, the name of
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the professional, would show a very complex model, not useful for a clear analysis. Consequently, the ER expert

considered very interesting the role-resource interaction models because they allow a more insightful analysis at a

reasonable abstract level.

In the role-resource interaction model shown in Figure 12, it was found that a physician and two nurses work

together in most episodes. The first nurse starts the episodes by doing the triage to the patient, and then delegates

the job to the first physician, who together with the second nurse, treats the patient. Sometimes, a third nurse and a

second physician might also be involved in the treatment. The first physician, as the healthcare professional who is

responsible for the episode, usually closes the episode. This overall description of the interaction among healthcare

professionals was confirmed by the ER expert. For example, it is a fact than when patients arrive, they are classified

according to the triage system by a first nurse, and when they called for attention in the cubicle, the available physician

and nurse will continue with the episode. Moreover, the role-resource interaction models allow to understand in more

detail the interaction dynamics for episodes of different severity or diagnosis.

Analyzing the resulting models and information obtained with the ER and Internal Medicine Department experts,

allowed to confirm that process mining techniques can help to understand how roles interact in ER episodes. With

this, the first hypothesis has been validated : it is possible to find role interaction models and role-resource interaction

models in ER episodes through process mining. The role interaction models for episodes filtered by triage color or

diagnosis show interesting differences. As a consequence, the second hypothesis was also corroborated: it is possible

to describe role interaction models and role-resource interaction models, and to distinguish them by using specific

criteria, such as, diagnosis or severity of patients.

In general, the application of the proposed method in the case study provided several benefits. It generated new

information about how the different roles interact, including the discovery of real-life patterns. It allows to understand

what differences exist for episodes of different severity or diagnosis. Particularly, at the role-resource level, different

interaction models were found for different severity and diagnosis. These models allow to discuss whether different

interactions might be useful for providing a better treatment to the patients. The discussion, in turn, can trigger actions

to improve and standardize the protocols to deal with different types of episodes.

In order to apply the method in additional settings where interaction patterns are relevant, several requirements can

be identified: data from a HIS must be available for analysis, the activities stored in the HIS must reflect the executed

process (e.g., by registering as many activities performed in the ER processes as possible), and it must be structured

in a process-oriented way, e.g., by using a data reference model to help to structure data, such as the one we proposed

in [13]).

6.2. Limitations

Process mining has been applied in more than 70 case studies in healthcare [11, 17, 21, 55], providing significant

insights about the executed processes, identifying the executed activities, the order in which they are performed,

their execution time, the activities that are considered bottlenecks and increment the episode duration times, among
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others. However, all process mining methods proposed, including the one proposed in this paper have two well-known

limitations. First, process mining is a data-based analysis approach, i.e., it uses the event data recorded on the HIS

to discover, verify, or analyze a hospital process. Any event not recorded in the system is considered invisible to the

analysis; informal corridor discussions or non-recorded verbal orders are some examples in a hospital context. Some

authors posit that this limitation may be mitigated by the use of process-aware information systems [56] (i.e., when

there is an explicit definition of the process in the HIS), however, given the amount of variability in ER processes,

this may not be feasible. Second, as a data-based analysis technique, process mining relies on the quality of the data,

i.e., misrecorded or incomplete data could lead to biased or directly wrong analysis of the process [48]. For example,

several medical interactions performed in different moments of time could have the same timestamp (typically every

hour o’clock). In the literature, several works mitigate this limitation by using partial ordered event data [57], or with

strategies for data repair based on a pattern repository [49] or reference model alignment [58].

7. Conclusions and future work

In this case study, a method based on process mining techniques in order to discover role interaction models that

describe and match the collaboration among ER professionals who treat patients in an ER episode has been applied.

Each step of the proposed method has been executed: obtaining the necessary data on ER episodes from a HIS system,

building an event log, discovering role interaction models in the ER episodes using process mining techniques, and

finally, validating the results obtained with an ER expert.

The main contributions of this research are: (i) the proposed method, as a guide for using process mining tools

and techniques to help discovering role interaction models, and analyzing them; (ii) the use of process mining tools

and techniques to discover both role interaction models and role-resource interaction models, and then characterize

them, (iii) the use of filters based on ER episode attributes to analyze more in detail the role interaction models, and

(iv) the application of the proposed method in a real case study with the purpose of illustrating its pertinence.

The discovery of role interaction models through process mining techniques shows another way of giving insight

and visualizing collaboration patterns that describe professional interactions in ER processes, which match those ob-

served by the own healthcare professionals. These results are achieved through the combination of process mining

techniques with the healthcare domain knowledge, which provided significant insights for both process experts and

healthcare professionals. This knowledge allows uncovering opportunities to improve ER processes from the organi-

zational perspective.

The application of the proposed method in a real case study generated relevant insights about how healthcare

professionals collaborate at the role level:

- A main role interaction pattern was identified (the lung model), where there is high interaction between a nurse

and a physician, and less interaction with a medical assistant and a technician.

- Prevalence of this main role interaction pattern along the major triage categories.
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- Interaction between roles increases as severity of the episode increases.

- Different role interaction models were discovered for distinct diagnoses.

Regarding the analysis at the resource level, the main insights are the following:

- A main role-resource interaction pattern was identified where a physician and two nurses work together in most

episodes.

- Exceptional behavior for some episodes indicates that also a third nurse and a second physician are sometimes

required.

- Prevalence of the main role-resource interaction pattern along the major triage categories.

- Different levels of resource involvement for different diagnoses.

Despite the obtained results when applying the method may seem rather expectable, the proposed method is a

contribution by itself given its unbiased replicability at low costs. For instance, the method could be applied before

and after a new medical policy is implemented, which allows for analyzing its effects in the collaboration. Also, it

can be replicated in different contexts (e.g., diagnoses, triage colors, medical departments, among others) in order

to automatically detect strong anomalies with respect to the expected behavior by analysts. However, such analysis

should be part of a more robust analysis strategy, involving other techniques and the agents involved. In addition,

such analysis could aid on the creation of operational support and decision support systems within the healthcare

context [11, 33, 59].

As future work, there is a plan to enhance the filtering criteria by adding new ER episode attributes, to use

additional process mining techniques to identify role interaction models, to implement automatic mechanisms for

filtering out less frequent interactions, to analyze independently those less frequent interactions to understand when

they happen, and to combine the results obtained in the organizational perspective with results obtained in the control-

flow perspective (the order in which activities are performed). Since this a first case study, further analysis and

validation with other ER experts should also be addressed.

Additional to the previously mentioned analysis, future work may include implementing data mining [60] and

text mining [61] techniques to complement the process model perspective with sequential patterns, clustering, data

and process trends, and behavior prediction of the extracted data. Also, by combining these different analytical

techniques, new knowledge can be provided for more complex and formal Decision Support Systems [62], so as to

facilitate organizational process improvement.

Finally, one of the most interesting challenges to address, is how to incorporate healthcare knowledge from the

clinical experts into the analysis, enhancing results in real time. This might be implemented using ontologies as

information repositories [63] and artificial intelligence techniques as prediction and simulation methods [64].
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